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A Panel-Fourier Method for
Free-Surface Flows
A panel-Fourier method for ship-wave flow problems is considered here. It is based
three-dimensional potential flow model with a linearized free surface condition, and
implemented by means of a low order panel method coupled to a Fourier-series
wave-resistance is computed by pressure integration over the static wet hull an
wave-pattern is obtained by a post-processing procedure. The strategy avoids the
numerical viscosity, in contrast with the Dawson-like methods, widely used in naval-p
codes, therefore a second centered scheme can be used for the discrete operator
free surface. Numerical results including the wave-pattern for a ferry along fifteen s
lengths are presented.@S0098-2202~00!01402-4#
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1 Introduction
Panel methods are classical and widely accepted in the indu

for calculating potential flows, e.g., Morino and Kuo,@1#, Katz
and Plotkin@2#. In some problems a two-dimensional approach
sufficient, for instance, flows past multicomponent airfoils, infin
cascade and ground effects, e.g., Mokry@3#, Storti et al.@4# while
in others a three-dimensional approach is necessary. Earlier p
methods were of nonlifting type, which have served as a basis
their lifting successors. Since most subsequent panel deve
ments carried out by aircraft-oriented investigators for whom
lift and the wake are all-important, principal attention was focus
on the means of handling them~e.g., Morino@5#!. Marine prob-
lems, like the flow around propellers, can be also treated by
same methods~e.g., Kinnas and Hsin@6#!. However, many of
them are truly nonlifting, such as the case of surface ships~e.g.,
Dawson@7#! and, then, in these problems, where the nonlifti
case has received a most extensive development and indu
use. More recently, ship-wake and wave-pattern far downstr
are also of interest due to satellite remote sensing. In general
hydrodynamic problem retains many of the complexities ass
ated with aircraft case such as the need to predict the flow aro
multiple bodies, for instance, the fuselage/wing interaction can
seen as equivalent to hull/keel interaction. Other approaches
also possible as multigrid Euler schemes with artificial compre
ibility ~e.g., Farmer et al.@8#!. In the surface ship case, when
body moves near the free surface of a fluid, a pattern of trai
gravity waves is formed. The energy spent in building this patt
comes from the work done by the body against thewave resis-
tance. As a first approximation, the wave resistance can be c
puted using a potential model, while for the viscous drag it can
assumed that the position of the surface is held fixed at the re
ence hydrostatic position, i.e., a plane. This is, basically,
Froude hypotheses. With this assumption the interaction produce
between the boundary layer~which tends to produce a large
body! and the wave pattern is neglected. Even if a potential mo
is assumed for the liquid, the problem is nonlinear due to the
surface boundary condition.

This work focuses in the computation of the flow field a
wave resistance for a body in steady motion on deep wate
means of a potential model for the fluid and a linearized f
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surface boundary condition. This is the basis for most ship des
codes in industry. The governing equations are the Laplace e
tion with slip boundary conditions on the hull and channel wa
inlet/outlet conditions at the corresponding planes and the
surface boundary conditions. At this stage, the mathemat
model results in a nonlinear one due to both kinematic and
namic boundary conditions on the free surface~e.g., see Stoker
@9#!. The first of them is related to the unknown position of t
free surface, while the second one is related to the nonlinear
pression of the Bernoulli equation. A classical strategy in hyd
dynamic theory is to make use of asymptotic expansion~e.g., see
van Dyke,@10#!. In this case, the flow equations are parameteriz
with respect to an expansion parameter, for example, the Fro
number or some of the draft/length and beam/length relatio
Then, abasic flow is solved which is obtained by taking som
limit process on the parameterized equations, so a simpler
problem is obtained. Finally, aperturbedflow is solved, where the
perturbation is assumed small enough to remain valid
asymptotic procedure, and usually it is sufficient to stop this p
cedure at this point. A number of linearizations assuming exp
sion in the aforementioned parameters can be found in ship
drodynamic, see e.g., Newman@11#. But the most useful are thos
related to the slow ship~small Froude number!, where the~com-
posed! free surface boundary condition of the perturbed flo
amounts to a Neumann boundary condition with a source t
proportional to the streamlined second derivative of the basic
tential flow. However, without radiation boundary conditions t
hydrodynamic problem as stated so far is not well posed, sinc
is invariant under longitudinal coordinate inversion (x→2x),
and, therefore, unable to capture the characteristic trailing wa
propagating downstream. To correct this deficiency, it can be
ther add a dissipative numerical mechanism or impose some
of absorbingboundary condition. The addition of a third-orde
derivative to the free surface boundary conditions results equ
lent to add a dissipative mechanism and captures the correct s
of propagation for the wave pattern. This is equivalent to the
of a noncentered discretization scheme for the second order
erator and falls among the well knownupwind techniques, e.g.,
see Baumann et al.@12# or Nigro et al.@13#. The amount of added
viscosity is related to the length of the mesh downstream of
body. If the viscosity parameter is too low, the trailing wav
arriving at the downstream boundary, are reflected in the upstr
direction and pollute the solution. On the other hand, if it is t
high, the trailing waves are damped, and incorrect values of
wave-resistance are obtained. Extending the mesh in the do
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as a
stream direction allows the use of a lower viscosity parame
since the waves are damped over a longer distance, but incre
the computational cost~core memory!. Numerical experience
shows that this third-order streamline viscosity term is too dis
pative and the meshes should be extended downstream too m
Dawson proposed a method, where a fourth order derivative~in a
velocity formulation! is used instead, with a very particular finit
difference discretization. It is astonishing that standard discret
tion of the same operator does not work and neither do hig
order operators~say to the seventh order!. As a result, most of
today’s industrial hydrodynamic codes are still using some kind
variant of the Dawson scheme. However, this very particular
cosity term is hard to extend to general boundary fitted meshes
alone unstructured computational methods like finite eleme
Due to this cause most codes are based on a highly struct
panel formulation. Another possibility is to use anabsorbing
boundary condition in the downstream boundary. If such a
merical device were found, then there would be no need to a
numerical viscosity term since the trailing waves are not reflec
upstream, and a standard second order centered scheme c
used for the free-surface boundary term. Absorbing boundary c
ditions have been throughly studied for other wave phenom
like the Helmholtz equation, as the DtN~Givoli and Keller @14#!
or the DNL ~Bonet et al.@15#!. For the ship-wave resistance pro
lem the absorbing boundary conditions are seldom used du
inherent difficulties in its development. Recently, Storti et
@16–18# have proposed a method with a finite element approa
while Broeze and Romate@19# developed an absorbing bounda
condition with a panel method in the context of a temporal e
lution of the free surface.

The general objective of this work is the development o
numerical method for the ship-wave flow potential problem w
centered schemes in contrast to the Dawson-like methods. Th
done by a panel method coupled with a finite Fourier series
discrete nonlocal absorbing boundary conditions. On the
hand, periodic boundary conditions on the beam direction are
sumed and, then, the asymptotic wave-potential is represente
a superposition of monochromatic-waves. On the other hand,
assumed that the mesh is structured both at the upstream
downstream sides with a finite number of strips in the beam
rection. Then, additional boundary equations are introduced w
are based on the flow kinematics at the upstream and downst
boundaries taking into account the right sense of the wave pat
so that a secondcenteredscheme can still be used for the discre
free surface operator.

2 Formulation of Potential Flow
The flow around a ship moving at a constant speed in a cha

of uniform section is considered. It is supposed, for simplici
that the channel section is a rectangle of depthH and widthLy , as
shown in Fig. 1. The fluid occupies the regionV which is
bounded by: the channel walls and bottomGC , the inlet/outlet
boundariesG I /O , the wetted surface of the shipGS and the free
surfaceGF . The x-axis is parallel to the upstream nonperturb

Fig. 1 Geometrical description of the ship wave-resistance
problem
310 Õ Vol. 122, JUNE 2000
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velocity u` and thez-axis positive upwards. The velocity fieldu is
given by u5¹F, whereF is the total potential, which satisfie
the Laplace equation in the flow domainV. It is split as F

5u`
Tx1f wherex5(x,y,z) is the position vector andf is the

perturbation potential. The position of the free surfaceGF is given
by the single valued functionz5z(x,y), wherez is the elevation
of the free surface with respect to the reference planez50 which
is the hydrostatic equilibrium plane.

2.1 Kinematic Boundary Condition. The kinematic
boundary condition is the slip condition]nF50 at the wetted
body surface, channel walls, bottom and free surface. Alter
tively, Dirichlet boundary conditions at the bottom can be cons
ered, e.g., see Storti et al.@16#. The unit normal to the free surfac
z5z(x,y) is expressed asn5(nx ,ny ,nz)5(2z ,x ,2z ,y ,1).

2.2 Dynamic Boundary Condition. An additional condi-
tion must be added to the Laplace equation and the kinem
boundary conditions, since the positionz of the free surface is no
known beforehand. This is done by means of the Berno
equation

p

r
1

1

2
u¹fu21gz5C in V; (1)

which relates the pressurep, the velocity¹F and the heightz.
The vapor pressure and the surface tension of the water are d
garded, therefore the mechanical equilibrium on the air/water
terface requires that the pressurep be equal on both sides of them
and equal to the atmospheric pressurepatm which is also assumed
to be constant. Then, at infinity upstream,C5patm/r1u`

2 /2 and,
without loss of generality,patm50 is adopted.

2.3 Radiation Boundary Conditions. Roughly speaking,
the radiation boundary conditions should allow the energy to flo
in the form of radiating waves propagate downstream and
cleanly atGO . In contrast, no waves are allowed to propaga
upstream toG I so that the boundary condition imposes that t
potential should approach the undisturbed one on this bound
Note that, the different treatment inG I and GO is the unique
element that determines the symmetry breakingx→2x, and en-
sures a physically correct wave pattern.

2.4 Governing Equations. The governing equations for th
solution $F, z% of this model are:

5
DF50 in V;

]nF50 at GS1GC ;

z5~u`
2 2u¹Fu2!/~2g! at GF ;

2z ,xF,x2z ,yF,y1F,z50 at GF ;

u¹Fu,` at G I ,O.

(2)

3 Slow Ship Expansion
Asymptotic expansions for this flow problem, usually, consid

some of the following parameters: the draft relationlH5H/L, the
beam relationlB5B/L or the Froude number Fr5U/AgL, which
conduce to the known linearizations of: theslendership when
lH,B!1, thethin ship whenlB!1, theslowship when Fr!1 and,
of course, some combinations of them. The only case consid
here is the slow ship on deep water, where its basic flow is
tained by taking the limitg→` and, then, the free surfacez(x,y)
shrinks to the hydrostatic equilibrium planez50, as it immedi-
ately follows from inspection of the dynamic boundary conditio
That is, the wave-pattern behind the ship is missing, and is
equivalent to adouble bodyflow obtained by mirroring the flow
regime with respect to the planez50. After solving the basic
flow, the gravity acceleration is restarted to its original value.
the wave heights are small enough, then they would be seen
perturbation of the basic flow~e.g., see Reference@11#!, whose
Transactions of the ASME
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mathematical treatment, at a first stage, leads to a linearizatio
the governing equations following some kind of approach on
free surface. Next, a linearized expansion of the dynamic
kinematic boundary conditions over the free surface for the s
ship is considered. Thek-solution of a perturbation procedure
$fk ,zk%, potential and elevation, respectively. Herek50 corre-
sponds to thebasicflow problem andk51 is theperturbedflow.
In order to obtain the pair solution$f1 ,z1% an asymptotic expan
sion is made,$f1 ,z1%5$f01c«,z01h«%, at first order in«,
with «5Fr and 0,«!1 for the slow ship, where$c,h% is the
~incremental! wave-pair solution composed by the wave-poten
c and the wave-heighth. Both potentialsf0,1 are harmonic,
Df0,150, in their respective domainsV0,1, and it will be also
assumed that the elevationsz0,1 are single valued and sma
enough, so the resulting pair of incremental solutions$«c,«h%
5$f12f0 ,z12z0% are also small enough when«!1. The lin-
earized dynamic and kinematic boundary conditions can be
pressed in terms of the wave-pair solution$c,h% and they are
derived in the Appendix.

4 Linearized Wave-Potential
The linearized perturbed system for the incremental wave-

solution $c,h% can be written as:

5
Dc50 in V; ~3a!

]nc50 at GS1GC ; ~3b!

gh52U0
T¹c2r 0 at z50; ~3c!

]nc5¹T~U0h! at z50; ~3d!

u¹cu,` at G I ,0 . ~3e!

where U05u`1¹f0 is the velocity field over the hydrostati
planez50 andr 0 is the residue of the dynamic boundary cond
tion of the basic flow. Replacing~3c! in ~3d!

]nc52
1

g
¹TU0U0

T¹c2
1

g
¹TU0r 0 . (4)

The residuer 0 is found writing the Bernoulli equation~with r
51! for the basic flow

1

2
U0

21gz05
1

2
u`

2 1r 0 ; (5)

whereF05u`
Tx1f0 is the total potential of the basic flow, but, i

this case, the free surface coincides with the hydrostatic p
z05z50, and from thisr 05(U0

22u`
2 )/2, where U0

25u¹F0u2.
Then

]nc52
1

g
¹TU0U0

T¹c2
1

2g
¹TU0~U0

22u`
2 ! (6)

is a nonhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition~at z50! for
the wave-perturbation potentialc, and it can be seen as atranspi-
ration flow s8[]nc that is injected to simulate the displaceme
of the free surface from the hydrostatic planez50. Therefore

H s85Dc1 f ;
D521/g¹TU0U0

T¹;
f 521/~2g!¹TU0~U0

22u`
2 !.

(7)

5 Panel Formulation
The panel solution is carried out in two steps. First, the ba

flow problem is solved and, then, the perturbed one. For b
steps the same panel mesh is employed, where the free su
portion coincides with the hydrostatic equilibrium portion over t
planez50. The zero-order panel mesh is a polyhedric one w
flat faces,Gn5GpøGb , beingGp the mesh withnp panels over a
finite portion of the free surfaceGF and Gb the mesh withnb
panels over the wetted body surface. The total number of pane
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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n5np1nb where, usually,np@nb . The panel numeration shoul
be correlative for an easy block-matrix treatment, starting with
free surfaceGp . A low order panel formulation for both flow
cases is employed, with collocation at the centroids of the pan
to set up a linear system of algebraic equations, where the sy
matrix is square of dimensionN5n for the basic flow, andN
5n12ny for the perturbed one, withny!n.

5.1 Panel Method for the Basic Flow. The system of equa-
tions for the basic flow problem is written asAm05b0, whereA
is the~bipolar! matrix system, andm0 andb0 are the basic poten
tial and source vectors, respectively, evaluated at the centroid
the n-panels. The source vectorb05Cs0 is the product of the
monopolar influence matrixC and the flow vectors0 obtained by
means of theslip boundary condition on the solid walls,s0(xj )
52U0

T(xj )n(xj ), wheren(xj ) is the j-unit panel normal oriented
to the wetted side. The bipolar and monopolar matricesA andC
are given by the surface integrals

Ai j 5
1

4p E
G

dG j

r i j
T nj

r i j
3 and Ci j 5

1

4p E
G

dG j

1

ur i j u
, (8)

wherer i j 5uxi2xj u is the distance between the centroidxi and the
integration pointxj over the j-panel surface, andx5(x,y,z).
These discrete integrals are evaluated in closed form followin
rotational strategy, e.g., see Medina and Liggett@20#, D’Elı́a @21#,
or D’Elia et al. @22–24#. The matrix system is split in a plane
body block fashion

FApp Apb

Abp Abb
G Fmp

0

mb
0G5FCpp Cpb

Cbp Cbb
G Fsp

0

sb
0G . (9)

5.2 Panel Method for the Perturbed Flow. For the per-
turbed flow problem all the surfaces remain fixed and the sa
panel mesh is employed. A lineal system similar to the previo
one is written. The Neumann boundary condition is split in tw
components: a null part over the bodysb50 and

sp5Dppmp1f; (10)

over the free surface, whereDpp5diag(Di), with Di5D(xi), is
the free-surface matrix andf i5 f (xi) is the forcing vector. Replac-
ing sp andsb and rearranging

F ~App2CppDpp! Apb

~Abp2CbpDpp! Abb
G Fmp

mb
G5FCppf

Cbpf
G ; (11)

and it remains to introduce the radiation boundary conditions
stream and downstream since, otherwise, the hydrodynamic p
lem is not well posed.

5.3 Free Surface Matrix. A discrete version for the scala
operator¹TU0U0

T¹ can be obtained with several approaches,
example finite/differences or mesh-less methods. But in any c
it will have a compact stencil and the free surface matrix will
quite sparse. Then, the computational cost of evaluating the
trix right productCD with the~dense! monopolar influence matrix
C, will not be expensive if the operations are conveniently re
ranged. The artificial viscosity schemes, such as upwind
Dawson-like methods, are usually introduced in the free surf
matrix Dpp , while for the proposed method a second ordercen-
tered scheme can still be used for the discrete operator. For
stance ifU05(U,0,0)'cnst over a structured mesh (xi ,yj ) on the
free surface, withnx3ny nodes and mesh stepshx ,hy , then, it
can be estimated that (Dppm)p,q'2U2/g]xxmup,q , where p5 i
11/2, q5 j 11/2, since the potentials are evaluated at the pa
centroids, and

]xxmup,q'hx
22~mp21,q22mp,q1mp11,q!. (12)
JUNE 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 311
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6.1 Finite Fourier Series. First, a two-dimensional flow is
considered, from left to right with non-perturbed velocityU,
around a ship-like body of characteristic lengthL situated at the
origin, totally or partially submerged in the flow. The governin
equations for the wave-potentialm̂(x,z) ~see e.g., Stoker@9#! and

H ¹2m̂ on 2`,z<0;

m̂ ,z1~U2/g!m̂ ,xx50 at z50;

m̂ and ]zm̂ bounded for ally,z.

(13)

Its asymptotic solution downstream and far enough from the bo
are written as a linear combination of sines and cosines in
propagating directionx affected with a decreasing exponential
the draft directionz

m̂~x,z!5AeKz sin~Kx!1BeKz cos~Kx! (14)

for x.xw andz<0, wherexw is an abscissa far enough from th
body, i.e., 0,L,xw,`, A,B are two arbitrary amplitude con
stants which are determined from the boundary conditions,
K5g/U2 is the wave number related to the wavelengthl
52pK2152p(U2/g). For the three-dimensional case an equiv
lent asymptotic solution is developed. This is done by impos
periodic boundary conditions in the beam direction, and is equ
lent to an infinite cascade of ship-like bodies with transver
disposition to the mean stream. Then, a finite Fourier serie
introduced in the strip2Ly/2<y<Ly/2 on a structured pane
mesh withny transversal strips, which allow the asymptotic wav
potential to bem̃(x,y,z) and itsx-derivatives̃(x,y,z)5]xm̃ as

m̃5 (
q50

m21

eq@Aq sin~kxqx!1Bq cos~kxqx!#cos~kyqy!

1(
q51

m

eq@Cq sin~kxqx!1Dq cos~kxqx!#sin~kyqy!; (15)

s̃5 (
q50

m21

f q@Aq cos~kxqx!2Bq sin~kxqx!#cos~kyqy!

1(
q51

m

f q@Cq cos~kxqx!2Dq sin~kxqx!#sin~kyqy! (16)

where m5ny/2>1 is assumed,eq5ekzqz, f q5kxqe
kzqz, and

Aq ,Bq ,Cq ,Dq are the amplitude constants of the Fourier mod
kxq ,kyq are the Cartesian plane wave-numbers on the hydros
equilibrium plane andkzq is the draft attenuation of each mode.
can be shown that this finite Fourier series evaluated at the
troid ordinatesyi satisfies the orthogonal conditions. Now, a re
tion betweenkxq , kyq andkzq is needed.

6.2 Dispersion Relation. With the geometrical assumption
made above, the asymptotic wave-perturbation potentialm̃(x,y,z)
has been represented as the linear superposition of trav
plane-wavesmq(x,y,z) on the planesz5cnst, with exponential
attenuation in the draft directionz<0, that is,

m̃5(
q50

ny/2

Eqm̃q with m̃q5eikxqx1 ikyqy1kzqz (17)

with Eq being complex constants. By superposition each trave
wave must satisfy the Laplace equation in the domainV and the
linearized free boundary condition atz50

H ]xxm̃q1]yym̃q1]zzm̃q50 on V;

]xxm̃q1K]zm̂q50 at z50.
(18)

From Eq.~18!, the following discrete relations are found
312 Õ Vol. 122, JUNE 2000
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H kyq52pq/Ly

kxq5AK2/211/2AK414K2kyq
2

kzq5kxq
2 /K

(19)

for q50,2, . . . ,ny/2. They can be seen as a sort ofdispersion
relation ~since thex-coordinate can be regarded as time-like! be-
tween the Cartesian wave-numberskxq ,kyq and the draft atenua
tion kzq for eachny-Fourier mode.

6.3 Absorbing Boundary Conditions. A finite portion of
the basic free surface~planez50! is discretized by a structured
mesh innp5nx3ny panels, wherenx ,ny are the panel numbers in
the length and beam direction, respectively, with a panel num
tion l 5( i 21)ny1 j , for 1< i<nx and 1< j <ny . Next, a vertical
wall is introduced atx5xw far enough downstream from th
body, with 0,L,xw,`, also discretized with a structured pan
mesh innw5ny3nz panels, wherenz is the number of panels in
the draft direction. On the other hand, the meshon the body sur-
face hasnb panels and can benonstructured. The total number of
panels isn5np1nb1nw and the matrix system for the perturbe
flow problem is

F Âpp Apb Apw

Âbp Abb Abw

Awp Awb Aww

G F mp

mb

mw

G5F Cpp Cpw

Cbp Cbw

Cwp Cww

G F f
sw

G (20)

where

H Âpp5App2CppDpp ;

Âbp5Abp2CbpDpp ;
(21)

and Eq.~10! was introduced. Neithermw nor sw are known and,
then, the system is under-specified. Next, a relation between t
will be found through the absorbing boundary conditions. Fir
the ny-Fourier modes on the vertical wall are introduced

sj5s̃j and mj5m̃j (22)

for j 2np2nb51,2, . . . ,nw . As they already satisfy the govern
ing equations, the last row of Eq.~20! is relaxed. The remaining
set of equations in full length form are

(
j 51

j 1

âi j m j1 (
j 5 j 111

j 2

ai j m j1 (
j 5 j 211

n

ai j m j5bj ; (23)

for i 51,2, . . . ,(np1nb), where j 15np , j 25np1np and

bj5(
j 51

j 2

ci j f j1 (
j 5 j 211

n

ci j s j . (24)

Replacing from Eqs.~15!, ~16!, and~20!

(
j 51

j 1

âi j m j1 (
j 5 j 111

j 2

ai j m j1 (
j 5 j 211

n

Tj5(
j 51

j 1

ci j f j ; (25)

with

Tj5(
q51

ny/2

~a i jqAq1b i jqBq1g i jqCq1d i jqDq!. (26)

There are (np1nb12ny) unknowns, but there are only (np
1nb) collocation equations, then 2ny additional equations mus
be added for the Fourier amplitudes. Second, 2ny kinematic
boundary conditions are introduced upstream and downstream
upstream, anull x-slope on each panel strip is imposed

2m i1mny1 i50 for i 51,2, . . . ,ny (27)

while at downstream, compatability is imposed between the wa
potential and its asymptotic expansion on each panel strip, at
intersection between the free surface and the vertical wall
Transactions of the ASME
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Tj* 50; (28)

with

Tj* 5(
q51

ny/2

~aqi* Aq1bqi* Bq1gqi* Cq1dqi* Dq!; (29)

for i 2np1ny51,2, . . . ,ny , where the coefficientsaqi* , bqi* , gqi*
and dqi* are extrapolations ofa i jq , b i jq , g i jq and d i jq to
(xw ,yi ,0), and an extrapolation scheme on the two last pa
layers is used, since the potentials are evaluated at the pane
troids. In this way, the algebraic problem is closed, since there
N5n12ny equations and unknowns. There aren activepanels, as
rows and unknowns of the matrix equation and 2ny nonlocal ab-
sorbing equations, where usuallyny!n.

7 Asymmetry of Dawson Methods
In order to understand how symmetry is broken in the Daws

like methods, some properties of the related finite-difference
erators should be taken in account. A very comprehensive ana
is shown by Letcher@25#. In these methods the free surface flow
considered to be a small perturbation of the double-body fl
which satisfies a zero normal velocity boundary condition on
hydrostatic equilibrium planez50. A linear free-surface bound
ary condition is derived and applied atz50. The flow is then
modeled with Rankine source panels placed over both the hy
static wetted body surface and a limited portion of the planz
50. On each body panel, the usual Neumann boundary cond
is applied and over each free surface panel, a Dawson-like bo
ary condition supplies one linear equation in the source densi
A key element is the use of upstream finite difference operator
approximate derivatives occurring in the free-surface bound
condition. By means of two-dimensional tests with a variety
difference operators, Dawson found that:~i! centered operators
produce solutions exhibiting waves both upstream and do
stream;~ii ! operators using upstream points succeeded in s
pressing upstream waves;~iii ! the damping of the downstream
wave depend strongly on the choice of the difference operator
on the Froude number; and~iv! a very particular upstream four
point operator~in a velocity formulation! gives near zero damping
over a range of moderate speeds. The Dawson boundary cond
for the perturbed flow discards all quadratic terms and can
written as

2UU ,xũ1U2ũ,x1gw̃522U2U ,x on z50 (30)

whereU is the x-component of the double-body velocity,ũ5u
2U, w̃5w2W are the perturbations on the velocity, with~u,w!
as the components of the total~perturbed! velocity. As is noticed
by Letcher, the Dawson scheme is anirrational approximation in
the van Dykesense, since it is not exact in any known limit an
does not possess any small parameter allowing terms to be as
totically ordered, so there is little rational basis to decide wh
terms to include and which to discard, aside from empirical de
onstrations. In case that the double-body velocityU on z50 is
constant, e.g. if there is no body or the body is far away, then~30!
reduces to the fully linearized free-surface boundary condition

ũ,x1Kw̃50 on z50 (31)

with K5g/U`
2 , and this is invariant under the longitudinal coo

dinate inversion symmetryx→2x. In order to break it, the stan
dard Rayleigh procedure is to introduce anartificial viscosityn as

ũx1Kw̃1nũ50 on z50. (32)

This artificial viscosity is a small constant~with dimensions of the
reciprocal of a length!, which eventually approaches zero, and h
the effect of moving a pole slightly off the integration path duri
evaluation of integrals that arise with an equivalent analysis
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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means of the Green functions and complex variable theory. T
artifice is widely regarded as a reliable way to satisfy the radiat
boundary conditions. The difference operator for numerical diff
entiation may be derived from the Taylor series. For data u
formly spaced, the Taylor series aboutx gives

f ~x1nh!5(
k50

`
1

k!
~nh!kf ~k!~x!; (33)

a difference operator for the first derivative has the form of
weighed sum of several ordinates

d f

dx
'h21 (

n52`

1`

pnf ~x1nh!; (34)

substituting~33! and reversing the order of the summations

d f

dx
'(

k50

1`

ekh
k21f ~k!~x!; (35)

where

ek5
1

k! (n
pnnk (36)

is the coefficient of thekth derivative in~35!. For a first-derivative
operator it is suitable to makee050 ande151, by suitable choice
of thewn ~e.g., see@25# for more details!. Thus, the effect of using
one of the difference formulas in place of the exact derivative
~32!, is to introduce an infinite series of new terms involvin
various higher derivatives ofu

ũ,x1(
k52

1`

ekh
k21~]x!

kũ1Kw̃1nũ50. (37)

If the solution far downstream is assumed in the form

H ũ;eK̃z sin~K̃x!;

w̃;eK̃z cos~K̃x!;
(38)

then ~37! conduces to

H K5K̃~12e3b21e5b42e7b61..!; ~39a!

n5K̃~e2b12e4b31e6b52..! ~39b!

whereb5K̃h. The parameterKh is 2p over the number of sur-
face panels per wavelength, so~39a! shows that if theek are small
andKh is not too large, then, the perturbed wavenumberK̃ would
be equal toK within O(K2h2). The strong effect of the odd term
in the error is thus a small modification of the wavelength. On
other hand,~39b! shows that the even terms act exactly like
~speed-dependent! artificial viscosity n needed to exactly offse
the damping effects of the error terms. As Letcher remarks,
Dawson-like methods usually break down at higher Froude nu
ber ~lower Kh! because the strong decline in the magnitude ofnh
allows upstream waves, but the breakdown has nothing to do
the question of whether these methods are low-speed theories
ing to its basis in a double-body linearization. It is the upstre
differencing that fails, not the double-body linearization.

8 Asymmetry of the Wave Expansion
The same procedure can be used for the asymptotic wave

pansion. For simplicity, a velocity formulation is used and t
linearized free surface boundary condition~32! is rewritten as

uq,x1Kwq1nuq50 on z50. (40)

whereuq5m̃ ,x andwq5m̃ ,z are the perturbed~modal! velocities.
At far downstream, the wave expansion~38! is assumed and~39!
is again obtained. The centered three-point difference oper
using the points atn521,0,11 has the weights (p0 ,p1 ,p2)5
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(21/2,0,1/2), its odd termse2k11 are all nulls, but not its even
terms e2k . Then, from ~39!, both perturbed and unperturbe
wavenumber are equals,K̃5K, while the~speed-dependent! arti-
ficial viscosityn remains. In other words, the proposed wave e
pansion ~indirectly! satisfy the absorbing boundary condition
and, with a centered difference free-surface operator, no erro
introduced in the wavenumberK.

9 Numerical Examples

9.1 Wigley Hull. The hull shape for the model 1805 A, e.g
see Dawson@7#, is given byh656(12j2)(120.6j2)(12z2),
with j52x/L, h52y/B andz5z/H, whereH,B,L are the length,
beam and draft of the model, respectively. The prismatic coe
cient is defined asCp5V/(LS) and the wave-resistance coeffi
cient employed is the Circular Froude CoefficientCw5Fx /F0 ,
with F05(p/250)rU`

2 V2/3, whereV is the volume andS the area
of the midship section. For this modelV5(88/225)LBH, S
5(2/3)BH andCp544/75'0.587, respectively. The panel mes

Fig. 2 A structured panel mesh over the free surface, around a
Wigley model „xy-view …

Fig. 3 Wave resistance coefficient for the Wigley model
2891:C1 : residuary for model free to trim, C2 : residuary for
model fixed, C3 : calculated Michell resistance „from Wehausen
†26‡, Fig. 20, p. 182 …; C4 : Panel-Fourier computation.
314 Õ Vol. 122, JUNE 2000
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employed, see Fig. 2, covers the free surface of the basic
with 60320 quadrilaterals, the wetted hull with about 1800 t
angles and a vertical wall with 20340 quadrilaterals, there are 2
panel strips, 40-Fourier modes and 3000 total unknowns. Fig
shows the wave resistance coefficient plot obtained with the p
posed method, compared with Shearer results~from Wehausen
@26#!, where: ~i! the computed curve tends to be less in me
value than the experimental curves;~ii ! the humps and the hollows
in the computed curve are especially marked in comparison w
the experimental one and~iii ! the humps and the hollows occu

Fig. 4 Wave profiles at 40 knots ferry speed „magnification
factor Ä10…, top: from sensor measurements each 25 m on
planes parallel to the gallery one, bottom: from a Panel-Fourier
computation.

Table 1 Scatter table of the significant wave height Hz as a
function of the zero crossing period Tz , at 10 knots, for 10
selected measured waves at each distance. Threshold level t
Ä0.05.
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rather earlier in the computed curve than in the experimental d
Note that the whole set of secondary maxima is clearly captu
extending to Froude numbers as low as 0.2. On the other extre
Froude numbers as high as 0.8 are computed without proble
while standard methods like those derived from Dawson su
from some reflections specially at high Froude numbers.

9.2 Transport Ferry. Tests of the wave-height profile, a
40 equivalent knots, have been performed for a model of trans
ferry, in scale~1:25! made of glass fiber and ballasted in order
reproduce the displacement, mean draft and trim correspondin
the real ship. The main model dimensions are: displacement
appendices51.11 kN, length between perpendiculars54.4 m,
beam of trace50.588 m, and draft mean50.095 m. The vesse
channel is 15033035 m and possesses a planar motion carria

Table 2 Scatter table of the significant wave height Hz as a
function of the zero crossing period Tz , at 40 knots, for 10
selected measured waves at each distance. Threshold level t
Ä0.20.
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for the dragging and controlling of the model. The water depth
the tests was 5 m equivalent to 125 m at real scale, therefore it c
be considered to correspond to deep water. The model
dragged from its center of mass following rectilinear trajector
in such a way that it allows vertical and dynamic trim motion
The measurements were done by means of three resistive se
to elevation of the free surface, located at fixed points of
central zone of the channel, as to avoid reflections on the w
and over a same transversal line to the channel, separated
distance of 2 m between them, equivalent to 50 m at full sc
Four passages at 2, 3, 8, and 9 m between the gallery plane an
the nearest sensor were done. In this form the wake was meas
between 50 and 325 m with intervals of 25 m at real scale
planes parallel to the gallery plane of the ship. The wake-profi

Fig. 5 Structured panel mesh on the free surface, around a
ferry „xy-view …
Fig. 6 Perspective view of the wave-pattern for a ferry at 40 knots along 15 ship-lengths, computed with the
Fourier series
JUNE 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 315
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measured are shown at the top of Fig. 4. Ten measures
selected from the greater zero-crossing waves at each dista
where the measured waves that were smaller than a thres
were discarded in order to reduce interference effects, surfac
regularities and noise. The threshold level was varied for e
velocity due to the different magnitude of the wake height. T
plots of the significant wave height as a function of the zero cro
ing period~scatter diagrams! are shown in Tables 1 and 2. In th
calibration of the wave-resistive sensors, the display constant
of 0.731 mm/point and the sensor constant resulting was215
V/m. Each sensor generates a proper wave which is a functio
the velocity and kind of the measured wave, but in any case
greater than 2 mm. In these tests, the proper wave was mea
in vacuum~,0.5 mm! and, then, was subtracted to the measu
senial. The panel mesh, see Fig. 5, covers: the free surface o
basic flow with 90336 quadrilaterals, the wetted hull with 43
triangles and a vertical wall with 36318 quadrilaterals, resulting
3678 active panels,ny536 panel strips, 72 Fourier modes an
3750 total unknowns. Once a numerical solution over the com
tational free surface is obtained, the wave-pattern behind the
tical wall may be computed by means of a post-processing c
putation with the finite Fourier representation of the asympto
wave-potential coupled to the dispersive relation. The initial d
is the wave-potential and itsx derivative at the panel strip behin
the ship. At the bottom of Fig. 4 the numerical wave-height p
files of the wake are shown, which are found with the po
processing procedure at the same planes as the measured
with a reasonable comparison between measured and comp
wave-heights profiles, except, of course, near to the transom-s
due to vorticity effects. It is also noted that it can go back as fa
15 lengths in the downstream direction and 3 lengths in the b
one, with a negligible computational effort as compared with
direct strategy of trying to cover this surface with panels. Fina
in Fig. 6 a perspective view of the computed wake is shown.

10 Conclusions
The ship-like flow problem has been considered by means

three-dimensional potential model and a linearized free-sur
boundary condition. This problem has been numerically solved
a panel method coupled with a finite Fourier series. In cont
with the Dawson-like methods, a second centered differe
scheme has been used for the free-surface discrete operator.
tered schemes reduce the numerical viscosity in the discretiza
in such a way that, no error is introduced in the wavenum
while the ~speed-dependent! artificial viscosity remains. The
wave-resistance has been computed by a pressure integration
the static wetted hull, and the wave-heights in the downstre
free surface behind the artificial boundary, have been obtaine
a post-processing procedure, therefore, it can go fairly far beh
the ship with a lower computational cost than a direct strategy
covering the free surface with panels. This procedure enable
consider significantly smaller meshes for the free surface, and
computation can be done over a broad interval of the Fro
number. The overall approach is limited by the restrictions of
potential flow model and the use of a structured free surface m
Future modeling efforts would be focused on this area as we
on coupling the hydrodynamic model with a boundary lay
solver for a viscous/inviscid interaction.
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Appendix: Linearized Boundary Conditions
A linearized dynamic boundary condition is developed first.

the 0,1-stages~basic and perturbed flows!, the potentials are
F0,15u`

Tx1f0,1. Their gradient modules are

U0,1
2 5u`

2 12u`
Tu0,11u0,1

2 ; (41)

whereU0,15¹F0,1 andu0,15¹f0,1. Then

DU252u`
TDu1Du2; (42)

whereDU25U1
22U0

2, Du5u12u2 and Du25u1
22u0

2. Expand-
ing f1 andh1 at first order in«

H «c5f12f0 ;
«h5z12z0.

~43a!

~43b!

Thenu15u01«¹c and

Du252«u0
T¹c1«2u¹cu2. (44)

Introducing~44! in ~42!

DU252«U0
T¹c1O~«2!. (45)

The Bernoulli equations at the 0,1-stages are

1

2
U0,11gz0,15

1

2
u`

2 1r 0,1 at G0,1; (46)

where r 0,1 are the 0,1-residuals since in an asymptotic iterat
process it is assumed that the dynamic condition is not fully v
fied. The difference is

1

2
DU21gDz5Dr at G0,1 (47)

whereDz5z12z0 andDr 5r 12r 0 . Introducing~43b! and ~45!

«~U0
T¹c1gh!1O~«2!5Dr (48)

since U0 is evaluated atG0 and ¹f0,1 are evaluated atG0,1, it
should be known the location of the two boundariesG0,1, but a
simplified procedure can be introduced by means of a tran
calculus ~e.g., Reference@10#!. For if we only consider known
boundaries, all flow variables are transferred toG0 , thenf1(x8)
'f1(x) and c1(x8)'c1(x) plus termsO(«), i.e., a simple
boundary displacement. All terms in Eq.~48! are evaluated atG0

and Eq.~3.3! is obtained.
Next, a linearized kinematic boundary condition is obtaine

The basic free surfaceG0 is the planez50, whereas the perturbe
one G1 can be written asz5«h(x,y), and will be near it for«
small enough. Over the planez50 the unit normal n(x)
5(0,0,1) is constant, and over the perturbed onen(x8)
5(2«h ,x ,2«h ,y,1), at first order on«. Its change can be written
as

dn~x!5n~x8!2n~x!5~2«h ,x ,2«h ,y,0! (49)

wherex8PG1 andxPG0. The transfer of the gradient is consid
ered by

¹f1~x8!5¹f1~x!1¹¹Tf1~x!n~x!h«. (50)

Introducing~43! and since¹¹Tf0,1 are assumed symmetric, re
sulting

¹Tf1~x8!5¹Tf0~x!1¹Tc~x!«1nT~x!¹¹Tf0~x!h«1O~«2!.
(51)

The perturbed kinematic boundary condition and unit normal

H ¹Tf1~x8!n~x8!50 ~52a!

n~x8!5n~x!1dn~x!. ~52b!

Introducing~51! and ~52b! into ~52a!
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¹Tf1n5¹Tf0n1¹Tcn«1¹Tf0dn1nT~¹¹Tf0!nh«1O~«2!.
(53)

where the left and right side are evaluated atx8 and x, respec-
tively. The boundary velocity in the basic flow is contained by t
planez50 and then¹Tf0n50. Now

¹Tf0dn52«h ,xf0,x2«h ,yf0,y1O~«2!. (54)

For the last term, it can be writtennT(¹¹Tf0n)5nTt, where

t i5
]2f0

]xi]xj
nj5

]

]xi
S ]f0

]xj
nj D (55)

for i , j 51,2,3, employing Einstein summation convention over
peated indices and it has been taken into account thatn(x)
5(0,0,1) is a constant vector. This is reduced to

]

]xi
S ]f0

]xj
nj D5F ]

]x

]f0

]z
,

]

]y

]f0

]z
,

]

]z

]f0

]z G . (56)

Thez-component of the velocity fieldu0z5]zf0 over all the plane
z50 is null, then]x(u0z)5]y(u0z)50 at z50 and

]

]xi
S ]f0

]xj
nj D5F0,0,

]2f0

]z2 G at z50 (57)

collecting these partial results

eS ]c

]n
1h

]2f0

]z2 2
]h

]x

]f0

]x
2

]h

]y

]f0

]y D1O~e2!50 (58)

sincef0 is harmonical inV0, thenf0,zz52f0,xx2f0,yy and, at
first order,

2
]c

]n
1

]

]x S h
]f0

]x D1
]

]y S h
]f0

]y D50 at z50. (59)
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